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Bibliophiles are feeding-and focusing-their passion for collecting. By Jori Finkel
MITCHELL ("MICKY") Wolfson Jr. bought his first book when

he was twelve. He was on a family vacation in Paris, visiting
the bookstalls along the Seine, when he chanced upon a copy
of Samuel Coleridge's Rime ofthe Ancient Mariner, with dramatic engravings by the French illustrator Gustave Dore. "]
was so moved by
"Every library should
the pictures. ] had
try to be complete
so many feelings ]
on something, if it
had never had before. ] had to have
were only the history
the book," he recolof pinheads."
lects. So he forked
-OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES
over five francs. Today, more than half a century later, the book is still part of Wolfson's personal library, which consists of some 150,000 titles
spread among his three homes and two foundation offices.

The size of Wolfson's appetites-he founded Miami Beach's
Wolfsonian Museum in 1995 to house his other vast collection,
of decorative arts-may be extraordinary, but the story of his
library's origins is fairly common. Many collectors can recall
the exact moment when they fell in love with books as objects
and keepsakes, thrilling as much to the feel of their Morocco
bindings, dust jackets and endpapers as to the language contained between their covers.
"A lot of collectors really respond to a book's design as well as
to its content," says Kenneth Rendell, a rare-books and manuscripts dealer based in New York. "And there are those, including me, who sometimes buy books just for the bindings."
Kinsey Marable, the Washington, D. c., and New York bookseller who specializes in gardening, decorative arts and architecture,
says a beautiful 18th-century book "is like a piece of Georgian
furniture-they just don't make them this way anymore."
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But "there's great pleasure in handling
an important book, even when it isn't
beautiful," counters Natalie Bauman of
Bauman Rare Books in Philadelphia and
New York. "Holding a first edition of

"A lot of collectors
really respond to a
book's design as well
as to its content.
And there are those,
including me, who
sometimes buy books
just for the bindings."
-KENNETH RENDELL

Moby-Dick, for example, and knowing it
was also held by the book's earliest readers can raise the hair on your arms."
Rendell, Marable and Bauman are just
a few of the rare-book dealers in this
country who double as personal librarians of a sort. You can find them in their
stores or at book fairs across the country
(including the Boston International Antiquarian Book Fair, from October 28 to 30;
bostonbookfair.com). And you can enlist
them as consultants. Since the market is
so extensive, spanning everything from illuminated manuscripts to modern fiction,
they can help you develop a focus for your
library, tailor your wish list to meet budgetary and market constraints and then

locate and authenticate books for you.
(Booksellers with a sizable inventory tend
to offer these services free of charge; others may charge by the project.)
"I really get to know my clients' tastes
and interests, because those will suggest
a direction-even if they don't already
own any books on a particular subject,"
says Rendell (he counts among his clients Bill Gates, who famously bought
Leonardo's Codex Leicester in 1994 for
$30.8 million). For example, after talking
to a client who owned a vineyard in Sonoma, Rendell helped him build a small
library on the history of wine making in
California. "There are maybe only 300
books in his collection, but they are fascinating, and some have beautiful color
plates," Rendell says.
Indeed, tightly focused and highly personal collections are increasingly popular. Instead of buying books about
landscape architecture, a woman in the
Hamptons pursues books about female
gardeners; instead of amassing books on
European military history, a Seattle software engineer buys books about code
breaking; instead of chasing after modern fiction, a money manager from the
Southwest acquires titles that have been
banned, burned or censored, from Galileo's Dialogue to Nabokov's Lolita.
Wolfson's grand passion has been illustrated or graphic books, starting with

TALKING THE TALK
In book collecting, condition is everything, and terminology abounds.
Association copy: A book owned by someone famous or of interest.
Dedication copy: A copy that was once owned by the person to whom the
book was dedicated.
Foxing: Brownish or yellowish discoloring in the paper.
Hypermodern firsts: First editions of contemporary literature.
Incunable: A book produced in the infancy of printing, before 1501. The term
derives from the Latin word for the bands that held a baby in a cradle.
Modern firsts: First editions of 20th-century literature.
Plates: Whole-sheet illustrations in books, printed separately from the text.
Presentation copy: A book with an inscription (usually from the author) indicating it was a gift.
Rebacked' A book whose spine has been replaced.
Sophisticated' A polite way of saying that a book has been doctored; e.g., a
first-edition title page has been inserted into a second-edition copy.
J.F.
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that first copy of Coleridge. Manhattan
decorator Thomas Jayne finds that the
subjects that really speak to him are Californian and Mediterranean gardening
and architecture.
A good part of the appeal of the focused collection is psychological-it allows you to thoroughly enjoy, perhaps
even master, a particular slice of knowledge. The other part is financial: the more
personal or unusual the topic, the less
likely it is that every other bibliophile in
the world is seeking-and driving up the
prices of-your dream titles. Jayne says
he was able to find and afford some real
gems while still a graduate student in the
early 1980s for that reason. "It helped
tremendously that I was buying design
books before they were terribly fashionable. I bought Elsie de Wolfe's 1913 classic, The House in Good Taste, for $35
when I started collecting. Recently I saw
it priced as high as $5,000."
Such personal and sometimes playful
collections are a reaction against the longstanding market obsession with "high
spots." Ever since the 1967 publication
of John Carter and Percy Muir's Printing
and the Mind ofMan, known in the trade
as PMM, collectors have had a fully annotated list of the most important, canonical texts in the history of ideas.

Titles included in the PMM, from the Bible to Einstein's Theory of Relativity,
qualify as high spots.
Many collectors, both starting and established, are naturally drawn to high
spots-who can resist a first edition of
Walt Whitman's Leaves of Grass? But
these days, with dwindling supply and
surging demand, the classics are sure to
carry a steep price (see "The Cost of
American Classics," below). "A fine first
edition of The Great Gatsby in its dust
jacket was sold in 1991 for $13,000:' says

TilE COST OF Al\lEIUC\N CLASSICS
First editions of 20th-century American novels like Tender Is the Night, To
Kill a Mockingbird and The Catcher in the Rye-the modern classics collectors
remember fondly from their school days-have become the holy grails of book
collecting. "Everyone wants the iconic books they grew up with, which are
increasingly rare:' says Francis Wahlgren, who heads the rare-books department at Christie's. Prices reflect the demand: Beverly Hills's Biblioctopus is
asking $7,500 for Light in August, by William Faulkner, while Jack Kerouac's
On the Road sold for $185,500 at Christie's in October 2002. A successful
movie adaptation or a memorable author inscription can drive up the price.
The World According to Garp, by John Irving, is $500 at Between the Covers
in Merchantville, New Jersey; a first edition of John Steinbeck's OfMice and
Men, inscribed by the author, costs $9,500 at Boston bookseller Peter Stern.
The market clearly runs the gamut. At the highest end, a collector snapped
up a first edition of The Sun Also Rises in April 2004 at Sotheby's for $366,400.
Let's hope he saved a few bucks for the paperback: "First editions should be
kept in covers or specially made boxes, away from light and handled as little
as possible:' says Stern. "You shouldn't read them."
ANN E. BERMAN
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We all remember the Dewey decimal system from our grade-school libraries,
but who actually uses it at home? Most private collectors find more intuitive
ways of organizing their books instead, whether grouping them by subject
(philosophy here; cookbooks over there), author or size-or even color. In
fact, you'd be surprised how often aesthetics prevail: "People don't usually
look at the shelves at the very top and very bottom," says Benjamin Weinstein
of West Hollywood's Heritage Book Shop. "So that's where some collectors
place books that are less attractive or valuable."
Whatever your preferred organizational method, it can be helpful to create
a catalogue listing your titles and their whereabouts. Alphabetized note
cards may seem archaic, but they're still favored by some; others turn to Excel
spreadsheets or one of the new software programs such as Your Home
Library Kit, developed by the New York Public Library, which lets you create
a record for each book you own and search the resulting database. "A catalogue helps if you are out buying a new book and don't know if you already
own it," says Washington, nc., and New York City bookseller Kinsey Marable.
"But that's really if you have a collection of thousands. Most people remember
which books they own better than they remember what they ate yesterday."
A final word of advice when planning your home library: "Always," cautions
ew Haven's Bill Reese, "build more shelves than you think you'll need." J.F.

Thomas Lecky, a specialist at Christie's.
"But we sold another fine copy in 2002
for $140,000, a record for the book." (Another lesson here: dust jackets matter;
the same book without the jacket might
bring only $3,000 or $4,000, says Lecky.)

"We're not in the
business of giving
investment advice,
but we have seen the
best examples of
the best books go up
significantly in value."
-BENJAMIN WEINSTEIN

Given such spikes in prices, some dealers today warn buyers away from high
spots. "I have a personal prejudice against
them," says book dealer Bill Reese of ew
Haven, Connecticut. "It's just not the
most interesting way to collect, and the
prices are very fully realized."
Others, though, believe that there is
still room for appreciation and that these

high spots are likely to hold their value
over time. "We're not in the business of
giving investment advice, but we have
seen the best examples of the best books
go up significantly in value," says Benjamin Weinstein of Heritage Book Shop
in West Hollywood, California. "If that's
what someone is looking for, I would advise them to stick to high spots." In essence, he recommends high spots for the
same basic reasons a financial adviser
might like GE and Coca-Cola.
But almost everyone agrees that any
similarities between the book market
and the financial market end there. Few
booksellers will even discuss the notion
of books as investments. And most collectors, after dedicating so much energy
to building their library-not to mention
reading it-are hard pressed to part with
their books. As the writer J. D. McClatchy
puts it, "They say books furnish a room. I
think they furnish a life even more." Or,
as Wolfson quips, "My library is my auto·
biography. To sell my books would be to
sell my soul."
;.:
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REQUIRED READING
Nobody's absolutely essential five-book
library is the same as anyone else's. One
man's War and Peace is another man's
Ulysses. And I'm someone who lugs five
books along for the weekend, just in case.
But if I were heading for that proverbial
desert island, here's how I'd stock up:
1. A complete Shakespeare, because-let's
face it-he really is the greatest of all
writers, a perpetual astonishment and an
endless fascination. I could finally finish
memorizing King Lear (begun on a hitchhiking trip to Rome more than fifty years
ago). I could finally begin to sort out my
feelings about Hamlet. And I wouldn't
have to go on feeling chagrined that anything else I was reading was inferior and
a waste of time.
2. A giant anthology of English and American poetry-it doesn't really matter
which one. Again, this would be my
chance to memorize a great poem every
day; to resurrect my Chaucerian Middle

English; learn at last to appreciate Milton;
and probe Eliot's Four Quartets. Poetry
is perfect for a radically limited desertisland bookshelf-it's so condensed, you
get a lot more bang for your buck.
3. A complete Jane Austen (this isn't
cheating-there are many editions that
contain all six novels). It isn't that Austen
is necessarily my favorite novelist, but I
can't imagine never being able to go back
to Pride and Prejudice or Emma or Mansfield Park or Persuasion. Life might be
worth living without them, but would it
be as worth living? I've never thought so.
4. The book you're now supposed to call
In Search ofLost Time but will always be
Remembrance of Things Past to me. I read
it first in college in a single week, one of
its seven volumes every day. I never left
the room-my not-yet-first wife brought
in food, and friends came to stare. It was
an overwhelming experience, since, as I
seem to remember, I identified with al-

most every character, as well as being
stunned by Proust's genius. Actually, the
island would be the perfect place to read
it in French (a daunting thought), so what
•
I'll be taking with me is A la Recherche du
Temps Perdu.
5. Which automatically leads to my final
choice, the best and biggest FrenchEnglish dictionary you can buy, without
which Choice NO.4 would be pointless. I
live part of the year in Paris and am constantly trying to improve my French by
reading everything from Simenon to
Madame Bovary, but even the morning
paper is a stretch without a dictionary.
And Proust would be impossible. Besides,
I'd also be in a position to master a certain number of French words a dayvocabulary has always been my downfall.
And if I ever found my way back to civilization, I might be ready-at lasti-to folIowa French movie without sneaking a
look at the subtitles.
ROBERT GOTTLIEB

FINDING TIlE GOODS
To furnish a room with books, start at a shop like the Strand
in New York City, which sells books by the foot. Prices start
at $10 per foot for "bargain books" and run up to $300 per
foot for Victorian-era titles. For higher-end material, try
Imperial Fine Books, also in New York, popular with decorators such as Bunny Williams and Scott Snyder. Along with
complete leather-bound sets of writers like Dickens and
Austen, Imperial has an unusual specialty: books with bindings that have been encrusted with precious gems. To find
specific titles, the rare-book fairs in New York, Boston, San
Francisco and Los Angeles are probably your best bet for
range and quantity. "If you're new at this, go to the fair on its
last day," says Benjamin Weinstein of Heritage Book Shop.
"By then the bookseller will be done schmoozing his regular
clients and have more time to talk to you."
Experienced collectors also go to book auctions (held regularly by Christie's, Sotheby's and Swann Galleries in New
York and PBA Galleries and Bonhams & Butterfields in San
Francisco) and troll for discoveries on such rare-book Web
sites as abebooks.com or alibris.com.
To reach booksellers directly, here are a few places to
start. You can find a more complete list on the Antiquarian
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Booksellers' Association of America Web site (abaa.org).
Bauman Rare Books (Philadelphia and New York): Americana, science, history, literature, children's fiction. 800-99BA UMAN; baumanrarebooks. com.
Hayden & Fandetta (New York and Los Angeles; by appointment only): Gardening and decorative arts. 212-582-2505.
Heritage Book Shop (West Hollywood, CA): First editions
in all fields, illustrated books, leather-bound sets, literature.
310-659-3674; heritagebookshop.com.
Glenn Horowitz Bookseller (New York and East Hampton):
Modern firsts, art, photography. 212-327-3538; 631-324-5511.
Imperial Fine Books (New York): Leather-bound sets, children's books, illustrated books, first editions. 212-861-6620;
imperialjinebooks.com.
Kinsey Marable & Co. (Washington, D.c., and New York;
by appointment only): Architecture, gardening, decorative
arts. 202-337-3802; 212-717-0342; kinseymarable.com.
William Reese Company (New Haven, CT; by appointment
only): Americana, literature, natural history. 203-789-8081;
reeseco.com.
Kenneth Rendell (New York): Autographs, letters, manuscripts and signed rare books. 212-717-1776; kwrendell.com. J.F.

